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age to Mecca, and entitles the hearer to the
name and privileges of a Hadji, or pilgrim.
ARAGrOW, all ra gon', a former province
or kingdom in the northeastern part of
Spain, now divided into the three provinces
of Teruel, Huesca and Saragossa. It was
governed by its own rnonarchs until the
union with Castile on the marriage of Ferdi-
nand and Isabella in 1469. The real union
of the countries, however, did not come until
about ten years later. See ferdinand V.
ARAGUAY, ah rah gwi'} a Brazilian river,
rising in the Serra Cayapo. It flows north
and joins the Toeantins at Sao Joao. About
the middle of its course it divides into two
arms, enclosing the island of Bananal. The
length of the Araguay is 1,300 miles, of
which 750 are navigable. The lower course
has numerous rapids,,
AR'AL, a salt-water lake in Asia, about
200 miles east of the Caspian Sea. Of the
numerous rivers which formerly emptied into
it, two alone now reach it—the Amu-Darya
or Oxus, and the Syr-Darya or Jaxartes.
The lake contains an abundance of sturgeon
and other fish. It has a large number of
islands. Navigation on it is difficult because
of the shallowness of the waters and the
fierce and sudden storms from the northeast.
ARAMA'IC, a branch of the Semitic lan-
guage, nearly allied to the Hebrew and Phoe-
nician, anciently spoken in Syria and Pales-
tine, and eastward to the Euphrates and
Tigris. It was the official language of this
region under the Persian domination. In
Palestine it supplanted Hebrew, and it was
the tongue of the Jews in the time of Christ.
Parts of Daniel and Ezra are written in
Aramaic, or, as this form of it is often
named, Chaldee. An important Aramaic
dialect is the Syriac, in which there is an
extensive Christian literature. See chaldee
language; hebrew language and litera-
ture.
ARAPAHO, ar ap'a ho, a tribe of Amer-
ican Indians once located near the head-
waters of the Arkansas and Platte rivers.
The survivors live in Oklahoma, where they
are peaceably engaged in farming. They
number about 1,800,
AR'ARAT, mount, a celebrated mountain
of Armenia, in Western Asia, on, which, tra-
dition says, Noah's ark rested. It rises in
two volcanic cones, the higher one of which
is 17,260 feet above sea level Frightful
earthquakes visit the region. In 1840,
 masses from the mountain were thrown Into
the plain, destroying the gardens, convent
and chapel of the village of Arguri, and
burying many people.
ARAUCAOTAN, ah row kah'ne an, a na-
tive race living in the southern part of Chile.
They are warlike and more civilized than
many of the native races of South America,
and maintained almost unceasing war with
the Spaniards from 1537 to 1773, when their
independence was recognized by Spain,
though their territory was much curtailed.
In 1882 they submitted to Chile. The
Chilean province of Araueo receives its name
from them.
ARAUCA'RIA, a genus of cone-bearing
trees belonging to the southern hemisphere.
They are lofty evergreen trees, with large,
stiff, flattened leaves, generally overlapping
along the branches, like the shingles on a
roof. The spreading branches are in whorls
around the trunk and bear large cones, each
scale covering a single large seed, which is
edible when roasted. The Moreton Bay pine
of New South Wales supplies a valuable tim-
ber used in house and boat building, in fur-
niture making and in other carpenter work.
Another species, the Norfolk Island pine,
abounds in several of the South Sea Islands,
where it attains a height of 220 feet, with a
circumference of thirty feet. It is described
as one of the most beautiful of trees. Its
foliage is light and graceful, quite unlike
that of the Chile pine, which is stiff and
formal in appearance. Its timber is of some
value, being white, tough and close-grained,
AR'BALESTo See crossbow.
ARBE'LA (now Erbil), a place in the
Turkish province of Bagdad which gave its
name to the decisive battle fought by Alex-
ander the Great against Darius, at G-auga-
mela, about twenty miles distant from it,
331 b. 0. Population, about 4,000.
ARBITRATION, the hearing and deter-
mination of a dispute between two persons
or two groups of persons by one or more
men chosen by the parties to decide the
issue. Frequently one arbitrator is ap-
pointed by each side and these two select the
third. Those who thus sit in judgment are
called judges, and their decision is called
the award. Both parties to the controversy
are pledged to accept the decision of the
judges. The majority of instances in which
arbitration is resorted to are connected with
the cause of labor.

